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What determines how a protein looks, how it works, and where it carries out its function? Within 

the field of bioinformatics, many methods have been developed to predict the structure, function, 

and location of proteins based on their amino acid sequences. However, these prediction methods 
could be much better if we had an understanding of the language of proteins.  

  

In the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP), methods for making machines “understand” 

human languages are developing rapidly these years. Tasks such as automated translation and text 

classification are being handled by deep learning methods, e.g. at companies like Google or 
Facebook. A natural choice would be to apply methods from cutting-edge NLP to the language of 

proteins, i.e. their amino acid sequences, and indeed, both Google [1] and Facebook [2] have made 
initial efforts at protein understanding.  

  

We have also started our own foray into this field, using a recurrent Long Short-Term Memory 

neural network to build language models for protein sequences, i.e. models that predict an amino 

acid given its context in the sequence [3]. From this work, we have learned that the language of 
proteins has dialects – the predictability of amino acids depends on the origin (domain of life) of 

the sequences used for training and testing. As an example, bacterial proteins seem to be generally 
more predictable than eukaryotic proteins.  

  

Our long-term goal is to use the internal states of trained protein language models as 

representations of proteins for various prediction tasks, including the structure, function, and 
location of proteins. In this way, the vast amounts of unannotated protein sequence data could be 

brought to use in such prediction tasks, which otherwise depend upon severely limited amounts of 
experimentally annotated sequences. It has already been shown that such a representation is able to 

improve predictive performance of secondary structure and subcellular location [4], but that study 
was, like the Facebook and Google attempts, done without taking dialects into account.  

  

Another way to use a trained protein language model is to ask it to generate novel sequences 
without homology to any known proteins, but with biological properties similar to those in its 

training set. By generating novel proteins using our language model and a simple background 
model, we have e.g. shown that proteins from the language model have a realistic proportion of 

predicted signal peptides in contrast to the background model, which generates almost no signal 

peptides. This shows that a neural network representing an understanding of proteins in general 
can have tangible technological implications.  
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